ACTIVITY: Swimming
CASE: GSAF 1942.11.01 / SA-067
DATE: Sunday November 1, 1942
LOCATION: The attack took place at Clifton, Western Cape
Province, South Africa. Clifton, a residential suburb of Cape
Town, is eight kilometres from Table Bay. It is sheltered from the
southeasterly wind by Lion's Head Mountain. Its four sandy
beaches are separated by rocky projections of the mountain.
33°56,2'S, 18°22,5'E
NAME: Willem Johannes Bergh
DESCRIPTION: He was an 18-year-old male, and described as well-built and a good
swimmer. He was a second-year medical student at the University of Cape Town.
BACKGROUND
WEATHER: No meteorological data is available, but according to press reports it was a
sunny day with no wind.
MOON PHASE: Third Quarter, November 1, 1942
SEA CONDITIONS: The sea was clear, cold and calm with very little surf.
ENVIRONMENT: There had been no sightings of sharks at Clifton that morning, but Mr.
M.A. Smorrenberg, the Beach Superintendent, said that in the past large sharks had been
seen even closer to the shore than the one that attacked Bergh. For a number of years
Smorrenberg used a rifle to chase away the sharks but his weapon had been taken “in the
general confiscation”.
DISTANCE FROM SHORE: 20 to 30 metres
DEPTH: Two metres
TIME: 12h30
NARRATIVE: Willem Bergh, Elizabeth Hugo, and two friends were spending the day
together at the shore. Hundreds of people crowded the beach but few were in the sea.
Moments after Bergh entered the water he was attacked; he swam only a few strokes when
the shark approached from the side, grabbed him by the shoulder and lifted him from the
water. Johannes Jacobus Moller was swimming a few metres away from Bergh at the time
and reported that Bergh freed himself, swam two strokes but the shark grabbed him again.
The shark bit Bergh at mid-torso, blood spouted into the air and he was pulled beneath the
surface of the water. Bergh's arm and head reappeared for a moment, then disappeared.
Witnesses said that the shark, carrying Bergh's body in its jaws, swam parallel to the beach
and headed out to sea in the direction of Bantry Point.
INJURY: Fatal, Bergh's body was never recovered.
SPECIES INVOLVED: Police Constable Karl Gregorius Hoffman, who witnessed the attack,
said that the shark was between 4,5 and six metres in length. The location of the attack,
physical description and behaviour of the shark, suggest that the incident involved a white
shark.
SOURCES: Natal Daily News, November 28, 1942; Cape Argus, January 16, 1959
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